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INTRODUCTION
There are many animals—some large and impressive, some small and well hidden—that serve as
important indicators for the health of their environment. In this unit, we have chosen to focus on fish in
this way. Our studies of salmon began when our students spotted them swimming up the Guadalupe
River. They were over three feet long and so large that their backs pushed up out of the water as they
swam through the shallower riffles. We spent most of several study sessions watching them, noting
where they were and what they were doing. At some point, the 4th graders and their facilitators 
recorded some video of one fish that seemed to be cleaning the gravel in preparation to spawn. 

In the end, it was only by showing the video footage that we were able to convince people that the
salmon were really there and they were that big. People had just assumed that our shrunken little
river, running through the urban center of one of California’s largest cities, could not possibly support
many fish, let alone the mighty salmon. Thank goodness our students were there! 

Ours is not the only story like this. There are students in Washington state who removed barriers from
their creeks and waited, with hope and patience, to see if salmon would return to their old spawning
grounds. They were not disappointed. There are students who adopted their native endangered fresh-
water shrimp and found them living in the little irrigation canals of nearby dairy farms. Who knows
what you may find? 

Unit 7 will introduce you to the salmon, an important fish for study because its success or
decline in a stream often reflects the overall health of the watershed. You will certainly want to
learn what you can about the fish that live in your waterway, and then what you learn about fish may
also apply to the other animals you encounter.

UNIT 7: FISH

UNIT OVERVIEW
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the end of this unit students should be able to:
•  Describe the form and function of fish anatomy;

identify and draw different parts of the fish;
•  Diagram and explain the various stages of the

fish’s life cycle;
•  Analyze specific dangers to different fish

species during different parts of their life cycle;
•  Explain how fish are adapted to their 

environment;

•  Understand how water quality and a stream’s  
physical features contribute to the life cycle 
of the salmon;

•  Understand why fish are an indicator species
for water quality and stream health; and

•  Predict how habitat restoration (planting, 
erosion control) contributes to improving 
stream habitat



Movement
Most fish are coated with a protective cover of
scales. The scales are coated with slime that
helps fish move through the water and protects
them from disease. Also assisting in movement
are the different muscles (required for each
movement) that lie underneath the skin and fins.
Wild fish such as salmonids have several fins:
pectoral, dorsal, caudal, anal, pelvic and 
adipose. Hatchery fish may be missing the 
adipose fin, and other native fish species may
have different fin configurations. The anal and
dorsal, on the back and underneath, are used for
balance. The caudal (the fin at the end of the
tail) is used along with muscles for propulsion
through the water. Fish also have two sets of
paired fins: pectoral and pelvic (on the sides) to
help them balance in the water. The adipose fin
on salmon is a small fleshy fin on the fish’s back
that serves no known purpose.
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READING: Fish Facts

Fish play an important role in the riparian 
ecosystem. Like birds, they are considered an
indicator species for stream health. This means
that fish of certain species or numbers of fish 
indicate whether water is healthy in terms of 
balanced pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen 
content, turbidity, etc. They also are an integral
part of the food chain, being both predators of
insects and prey of larger fish, birds, and small
animals. Most fish are adapted to live in either
fresh or salt water, not both. Some fish are
anadromous—they are born and begin life in
freshwater streams and rivers, then migrate to the
ocean, and finally return to the stream in which
they were born in order to breed. For these
species (such as salmon) and others, the
stream’s health and physical characteristics are a
vital part of the life cycle and contribute to their
chances of survival. First you will study the 
anatomy of fish. Then, you will look at its life
cycle. Lastly, you will look at its habitat needs and
how that relates to stream health and human
impact.

Form and Function
Senses

Fish have an excellent sense of smell that helps
them avoid predators and locate homes for
spawning (laying eggs). Fish use their nostrils
only to smell, not to breathe. Fish don’t hear like
humans do, so they don’t have ears. Rather, they
have a series of small holes along each side of
their body, called lateral lines. These holes are
connected to the nervous system and detect 
low-frequency sounds through the water. Fish see
with their eyes, but their eyes are adapted to 
constant bathing in water—they don’t have 
eyelids or tears.

Breathing
Fish breathe using their mouth and gills. They
take in water, which contains oxygen, through the
mouth and release it along with carbon dioxide
through the gills. The gills are protective cover
for blood vessels that absorb oxygen directly from
the water.

ACTIVITIES

gill

pectoral fin

dorsal fin
adipose fin

pelvic fin
anal fin

caudal fin
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Life Cycle

We will look at the life cycle of the Coho–a
stream and river fish. It begins life when females
lay approximately 3,000 pink eggs in the crevices
between gravel at the bottom of the streambed.
Here, the eggs are protected from sunlight.
Between late winter and spring, after about 1
month of incubation, the eggs hatch. The hatch-
lings live and grow in the gravel for 2 to 3 weeks
in a form called alevin. At this stage they are 
vulnerable to both predators and light. They get
oxygen from the water and food from a yolk sac
that hangs from their bellies. This sac contains a
diet of protein, carbohydrates, vitamins and 
minerals. By late spring to summer, the yolk sac
has been completely absorbed and alevin
become free-swimming fish, called fry. At this
stage they are easy prey and require a steady
food source. They live in the streamside cover,
where shelter, protection and insects are found.
Fry spend 1 to 3 years in streams growing and
feeding on small insects and plankton. They then
migrate to sea, at which point they are called
smolt and are approximately 10 to 15 cm long.
During this stage they undergo physical changes
that prepare them for living in saltwater. Once
they enter the ocean they are called salmonids.
They spend 3 to 6 months in the ocean where
they prey on plankton and smaller fish and try to
avoid their predators: larger fish, seals, whales,
and humans. Then the spawning salmon head
back to their native stream to reproduce.

Stream Health and Human Impact
Maintaining stream health is important for species
survival. From the original 3,000 eggs laid by one
Coho salmon, only 2 to 4 adult salmonids 
succeed in returning to spawn.

A healthy stream habitat must have a good 
gravel bed for laying eggs and sturdy side banks
for protection. The water quality tests that you are
monitoring are directly related to fish life. For
example, fish require stable, cool temperatures.
Fish breathe oxygen, so high dissolved oxygen
content is desirable. Sediment and silt in the
water can bury fish eggs, damage gills, and
impair sight so low levels of turbidity are an
advantage. A good rate of flow keeps sediment in
the water from settling to the creek bottom. If
water is stagnant, sediment can coat incubating

eggs, preventing oxygen from reaching them.
Sediment can also settle between gravel in the
spaces where Coho lay their eggs. Also, insects
pass by fish in the current when water is moving,
making the food source readily available.

Habitat Restoration
Streams are easily damaged by urban runoff,
erosion and siltation – all results of human 
development, pollution, and poor agricultural and
logging practices. These streams are vital
sources of life for fish. If they are degraded or
destroyed, fish won’t be able to survive. Fish are
sources of food for birds and mammals, and they
prey on insects, which maintains a healthy 
population balance for many animals beyond the
creek.

What can we do to improve fish habitat? Stream
bank restoration projects reconstruct eroding
banks and eliminate streamside pools.
Revegetation projects also combat erosion,
increase the amount of oxygen in the water if the
projects include aquatic plants (plants create
oxygen during photosynthesis), and create a
habitat for insects (fish food). The quality of
storm water that flows into creeks can be
improved by not dumping pollutants into the
storm drain, by adopting careful development
practices (locating buildings away from creeks,
by practicing erosion control during construction)
and by fishing only in regulated areas with 
permits.

Students in BioSITE contribute to habitat 
restoration projects by participating in creek
clean ups, sharing water quality data with other
organizations and incubating fish eggs to release
in the wild.



3. Identify head features and gill location.  Discuss
the form and function of gills.

4. Finally draw in lateral lines as the unique 
feature of fish species and compare some field
identification marks for different fish families
(catfish, sunfish, trout).

As students are continuing to practice drawing
fish species, allow enough time for students to
explore the many different kinds of fish.
Students may want to draw some unique ocean
fish and compare different physical features.  

If possible, you can have students make 
presentations on different fish species – native
and local species as well as endangered or
threatened.

Model the steps
5. Have students study different drawings of fish

and discuss why fish are shaped differently,
what features and adaptations are unique to
certain species, and general characteristics
that make fish different from other living
things.

6. Have students create a “fish field guide” that
summarizes some of what they have learned.
A “fish field guide” can be created by enlarg-
ing a simple drawing of a salmonid species
from an 8.5” x 11” size to an 11” x 17” size.
This will give you an elongated outline to work
with.

7. Have students label the drawing for form and
function.

8. Have students divide the guide into 4 sections.
9. On the back, have students write in four

water quality tests (one in each section) that
are most important when studying fish habitat
such as: temperature, rate of flow, dissolved
oxygen, and turbidity.

10. Where students have labeled each water
quality test, have students fill in data for each
test and an explanation of why monitoring
this data is important for healthy fish habitat
(temperature needs to be cool enough, rate
of flow needs to be fast enough, DO needs to
supply oxygen to fish, and turbidity needs to
allow gills to function, etc.).
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Students learn...
• The form and function of specific fish 

adaptations; and
• Important water quality standards necessary to

maintain populations
By doing…
• Detailed drawings of fish anatomy; and
• Observation of live fish and creation of field

guides
Then reflecting on…
• How the physical features of living things are

related to their purpose;
• How fish are one type of indicator for monitoring

watershed health; and
• Environmental conditions that affect the status of

salmon species

Getting Started

Begin by asking students to draw a fish from
memory.  Give students enough time to include as

many details as possible.  Students may be able
to draw a few different kinds of fish.  

Share drawings with the class to identify 
common understandings about fish anatomy.
Then give students a second chance to do a
drawing by observing a live fish, such as fish in
cups, or in a classroom aquarium, or at a natural 
history center.  

After students have drawn the live fish, lead the
class in a step-by-step drawing of a Steelhead
trout, identifying physical features as you go
along.

Introduce the steps
1. Have students begin by identifying the dorsal,

ventral, anterior and posterior of a fish.
2. Have students label all the fins on their drawing

and explain what they are used for.

Unit 7: Activity 1: Fish Anatomy

Materials

Per team of 2:
•  Journal drawing paper
•  Goldfish in a small clear bowl or cup
•  Diagrams of Steelhead trout and salmon
•  Water quality data
•  Simple salmon outline on 11” x 17” paper
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Share observations 
• Have students review water quality data and

discuss seasonal changes that may affect fish
species.

• Have students share explanations of important
minimum and maximum readings of water 
quality variables in relation to survival of salmon
species.

• Include discussions of other riparian features
that affect the health of fish populations 
(vegetation, stream substrate).

Scientific explanations

• Show labeled diagrams of fish species.
Discuss form and function.

• Show comparison of different field species, 
noting field identification and seasonal changes
for male and female.

• Show charts and graphs on species numbers in
native habitats.

• Share charts on water quality monitoring 
standards for healthy fish habitat.

Journal reflection

Now that students have explored the biology and
natural history of fish, allow time for students to
write and draw about what they have learned. 

Use these bullets as a guide for journaling :
• Have students draw a detailed picture of their

favorite native fish showing anatomy features,
field identification marks, and special 
adaptations.

• Have students create their own imaginary
species, writing a complete natural history for
their species.

• Have students create a creek plan of action,
both short term and long term, to improve fish
habitat.

• If possible, have students present their short
term creek plan to the local water district.

• In their journals, have the students list the 
conditions needed for cold water fish species to
survive.  Have students place the conditions in
order of importance and explain how each 
condition needs to be monitored for the fish
populations to be able to succeed.

Tips for facilitators… 

If at all possible, it is very
intriguing to elementary
students to be able to
make a drawing from a
live fish but you need to
be very careful to model
care and concern for fish
and keep captive fish
comfortable and safe.
Under no circumstances
should aquarium fish be
released into a creek!

Tip for teachers...
The Salmon and Trout
Education Program (STEP)
is an excellent companion 
curriculum!  Being able to
raise Steelhead eggs for
your local watershed brings
lessons to life. For more
information on STEP, visit: 
www.steponline.info



Share with students the background and mission
of the Monterey Bay Salmon and Trout Education
Program.  Explain that they will be doing a few
activities from this program (see website:
www.mbstp.org). 

Introduce the steps

1. Have students create a project (poster, mobile,
or card display) depicting the salmonid life
cycle. The project should identify the life cycle
stages as well as habitat needs and conditions
of each stage.

2. Be sure to allow time and encourage students
to focus on their drawing skills, including small
details. Have students work through a draft
and then create a final project that can be set
up for display.

3. As students work on their life cycle study, allow
time for Internet research on the STEP
Program and related fish sites (an amazing list
of Web links focused on programs such as
STEP and other water quality and volunteer
monitoring programs can be found at
STEPonline (www.steponline.info). Have
groups report on their findings.  Have the class
discuss the conditions of fish species in the
Pacific, Atlantic, and Alaskan waters.  Have the
class discuss the issues surrounding the 
fishing industry. 

Model the steps

4. Have students research current conditions of
local fish species and report on findings.

5. Have the class play the Salmon Survival Game
(STEP) and discuss the challenges at each
step of the game.

6. Have students make suggestions as to which
organization or type of scientist they would like
to have visit the class to learn more about what
is happening in their area.

7. If possible, plan a field trip or invite the 
scientist to visit the class.

Share observations

• Have student projects displayed for public
viewing for Earth Day.  

• Have students plan a water celebration day in
honor of water creatures.

• Contact local water district to see if they are
interested in display as well.
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Students learn…
•  What an anadromous species is;
•  The life cycle of salmon and Steelhead; and
•  The importance of healthy habitat and 

conditions in fish species’ ability to complete a
full life cycle

By doing…
•  A complete drawing of the life cycle stages of

anadromous species; and  
•  STEP activities to understand more about

threatened fish species and necessary habitat
conditions

Then reflecting on…
•  Environmental issues affecting different

species of salmon at different stages of their
life cycle; and

•  How community efforts can make a positive
impact using examples such as the Monterey
Bay Salmon and Trout Education Program
(STEP) which incubates steelhead eggs 

Getting Started

Begin by asking students the importance of
maintaining a variety of fish species in different
environments.  

Discuss biodiversity in general and share with
students some other issues surrounding the dis-
appearance of species. 

Discuss with the class the process of adding
species to the threatened and endangered lists
and explain the current status of these species
(refer to the Department of Fish and Game).  

Let students know there are several issues
affecting the diversity of species on earth, and
many are being studied and conditions improved
though the work of scientists as well as informed
communities.  

Materials
•   Paper
•   Markers
•   Activities from STEP programs

--Salmon Survival Game
--Homing Game 
(found at www.mbstp.org and  
www.steponline.info)

Unit 7: Activity 2: Life Cycle



Scientific explanations

• Show students diagrams of the salmonid life
cycle.

• Share pictures of fish species and chart field
identification markings for different native
species.

• Give students fish guides to explore and use in
their own drawings.

• Show students a chart of habitat use for
salmonid species at different life cycle stages.

• Have students play the Homing Game (STEP)
to appreciate the amazing accomplishment of
fish migration and the return to a home
stream.

Journal reflection

Now that students have studied the life cycle of
salmonid species, challenge students to expand
on what they understand. Complete these bullets
for journaling:

• Have students draw the life cycle of a different
species of animal, and include a presentation
comparing and contrasting the life cycles of
fish and other species.

• In their journals, have students write a life
story as a salmon from an egg in the redd bed
to an adult spawner. Have students list the
chapters as life cycle stages and have stu-
dents describe what it felt like to meet new
challenges.
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Tips for facilitators…

Games from the STEP
program are mentioned,
but facilitators can also
create their own games
using the life cycle 
information to have 
students better 
understand the concepts
and environmental 
concerns surrounding 
fish species. 

Tips for facilitators…
Favorite activities of our
BioSITE students can be
found at the STEP Web
site: 
www.steponline.info/
lessons.html 
and soon the new 
curriculum will be 
available, so check the
bulletin board at this site!  

Another great game link
can be found on the
teacher’s page of the
Run, Salmon, Run!
Program:
www.mcn.org/ed/cur/cw/
Salmon/Resources.html
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Reading: Fish Hatcheries
vs. Wild Populations

This is a great opportunity to invite a visiting 
scientist such as a fisheries biologist to come in
and discuss the challenges of domestic vs. wild 
populations, introduction of new species, and
conservation.

For many years, humans have created 
conservation and breeding programs to maintain
endangered populations of animals. Pacific
Salmon, which are fished for food, are one of
these populations. In 1872, the United States
Fish Commission established the first fish 
hatchery in California to breed salmon. Since that
time, over 400 hatcheries have been constructed
from Alaska to California. 

Hatcheries do help increase the number of fish in
a protected environment; however, breeding fish
to be released into the wild raises controversy
among scientists, fisheries biologists, ecologists,
and government agencies. What happens when
a domesticated animal is released in the wild?
Does it have the same chances for survival? You
have read about the very delicate life cycle that
salmon go through. Consider what might be 
different if these fish were bred in captivity and
then released.

Some examples of differences are:

•  Fish populations have developed adaptations
that allow them to live in specific waters. When
humans raise and incubate eggs they can ship
them anywhere in the world, removing the fish
from its natural habitat.

•  Raising fish in a hatchery can affect the 
natural gene pool. If a small number of fish are
introduced and primarily responsible for breed-
ing, they yield less diversity than would occur
in a natural environment.

•  Growing up in a hatchery, fish can develop
behaviors that are different from those 
needed for survival in the wild. For example,
hatchery fish are fed pellets that are tossed
into the water, like the fish food you might feed

fish in your aquarium. To eat, fish must feed from
the top levels of the water. This is contrary to
how they would feed in the wild, where on the
surface of the water they are more likely to be
prey for birds or large mammals.

This dilemma of increasing fish populations while
preserving diversity and natural evolutionary 
conditions is an exciting challenge for science
and engineering. In this next activity, you will
have a chance to “take on” the challenge.

NOTE: See BioSITE online at
www.cdm.org/biosite for information on visiting
scientists and a power point presentation on Fish
Hatcheries vs. Wild Populations.

ADVANCED STUDY



Introduce the steps

1.  Ask students to make a chart of conditions
required to meet the needs of the 
hatchery-raised fish.

2.  Ask students to look for answers to the 
following basic questions:
•  Where are fish located at each different

phase of the life cycle?
•  What conditions make up the habitat for

these fish at each location?
•  How do these fish find food?
•  How do these fish find shelter?

As students take notes and explore these 
questions, allow open discussions and class
questions to be addressed.  If time allows, 
students may research more on the conditions of
hatchery fish.  

Model the steps

3.  After a time, have students add to their charts
additional information on native fish that fol-
lows the same line of questioning. 

Share observations

• Have a class discussion and compile complete
information for the students. 

• Team up students (or set up as a debate) and
ask each team to explain the behavioral 
differences that may result in the different 
situations of hatchery fish and wild species.

• Discuss as a class this comparison.  Ask how
these behavioral differences may affect the
breeding pairs that cohabitate in the wild. 

Scientific explanations

• Show videos of fish being raised in hatcheries.
• Show videos of fish in the wild.
• Share statistics of numbers raised in hatcheries

and compare to wild populations.
• Share statistics of population numbers of fish

farmed for the seafood industry.
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Students learn...
•  Current issues related to fish populations, fish

migration, and local habitat conditions;
•  The difference between hatchery-selected

adults and native adults;
•  The habitat conditions that produce the

strongest adult population of fish species;
•  How scientists are working to increase fish

populations; and
•  How to get involved with community projects
By doing…
•  A study of hatchery fish versus wild salmon

characteristics;
•  An activity with a visiting scientist that focuses

on current field research; and
•  A design of a fish hatchery that would facilitate

a successful fish-rearing program to ensure
compatible cohabitation of farm-raised species
with wild species

Then reflecting on…
•  Current habitat conditions of wild species;
•  Consumer responsibilities to sustain wild fish

populations; and
•  How fishing industry policies are designed to

accommodate different populations

Getting Started

Explain to students that a visiting scientist not
only presents information on current research,
but also gives students an opportunity to learn
more about career possibilities in the field of
environmental science.  Current research in the
field of fish and the environment includes many
areas of focus, one of which is management of
fish populations through controlled hatcheries.  

Ask students if they have ever been to a 
hatchery.  If possible, have a fisheries biologist
present information on a local hatchery (see
guidelines to help scientists prepare for a visit on
pages 160-161 of the Tools for Implementation
section) or show a video on fish hatcheries and
management.  

Have students list the conditions under which
these hatchery fish are raised.

Unit 7: Activity 3: Natural Selection vs. Hatchery
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Journal reflection

Now that students have explored and debated
the issues related to hatchery fish versus wild
species, allow time for students to research 
further and explore these bullets for journaling:

• Challenge students to design a hatchery that
would support behaviors more compatible to
wild fish.

• Ask students to analyze the cost issues of
building and maintaining their designed 
hatchery as compared to a traditional hatchery.

• Have facilitators research current fish hatchery
projects and salmon populations.  Have facili-
tators summarize in their journals to share
information with their students. 

Tips for teachers...
Contacts for visiting scientists
can be found through the
Department of Fish and Game
(www.dfg.ca.gov), local water
districts, City Environmental
Services Departments, or 
colleges and universities.
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Facilitators determine how to go about teaching
students. To structure the lesson planning
process, refer to the Team Lesson Plan
Worksheet (Template 1) on page 157 of the Tools
for Implementation section. 

Based on the lesson planning discussion, the
high school teacher reviews and summarizes
facilitator suggestions and develops an overall
agenda to give to the entire group for the field
day (see Field Day Agenda  (Template 2) on
page 158 of the Tools for Implementation section.

Have students consider the following:

Terms and Concepts
With a partner, review the material learned in this
unit by describing the following fish terms in
words that 4th grade students would understand.
After each partner takes turns describing the
term in his or her own words, write down a 
definition of the word.

Facilitator Field Day Planning

Indicator species
Anadromous
Spawn
Gills
Scales
Fins
Eggs
Alevin
Fry
Smolt
Salmonids
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Reflect on your field day teaching:
• Do you think the students learned what you

intended?
• How can you tell?
• Is there any part of the new material about which

you are unclear?

Activities Assessment
Consider the following questions about the activities:
• What went well?
• What can be improved upon for next time?

Journal

In your journal, write down your thoughts about the
above questions and issues so that you can keep a
record of your teaching experience.

EVALUATION


